Dependency of the yield of sister-chromatid exchanges induced by alkylating agents on fixation time. Possible involvement of secondary lesions in sister-chromatid exchange induction.
Chinese hamster V79 cells were pulse-treated (for 60 min) with various mutagens three, two or one cell cycles before fixation (treatment variants A, B and C, respectively) and the frequencies of induced SCEs were analysed and compared. The degree of increase in frequency of SCEs with dose in the treatment variants depended on the mutagen used. For the methylating agents MNU, MNNG and DMPNU, high yields of SCEs were obtained in the treatment variants A and B, and there was no difference in the efficiency with which these agents induced SCEs in these treatment variants. In the treatment variant C, however, no SCEs were induced with mutagen doses yielding a linear increase in SCE frequency in treatment variants A and B. A slight increase in SCE frequency in treatment variant C was observed only when relatively high doses of MNU or MNNG were applied. Like the above agents, EMS, ENU and MMS induced more SCEs in treatment variants A and B than in C, but for these agents treatment variant B was most effective and SCEs were induced over the entire dose range, also in treatment variant C. As opposed to the methylating and ethylating agents, MMC induced SCEs with high efficiency when treatment occurred one or two generations prior to fixation. There was no difference in SCE frequency between these treatment variants. MMC was completely ineffective for the induction of SCEs when treatment occurred three generations before fixation. The unexpectedly low SCE frequencies induced by the methylating and ethylating agents when treatment occurred one generation before fixation were not due to the exposure of cells to BrdU prior to mutagen treatment. From the results obtained, it is concluded that DNA methylation and ethylation lesions give rise to SCEs only with very low probability during the replication cycle after the lesion's induction, and that subsequent lesions produced during or after replication of the methylated or ethylated template (secondary lesions) are of prime importance for SCE formation after alkylation. For MMC, however, primary lesions seem to be most important for SCE induction.